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What is “Urban Science?”
• Growing urban areas require the serious issues:

• Migration from farmland, immigration; economic 
inequalities; urban slums; population decline and 
aging; natural disasters, climate change, environmental 
concerns; energy sources,

• We need to build an inclusive society to meet the needs 
of diverse populations where the quality of life of all its 
citizens, such as people with disabilities, children, senior 
citizens, foreigners through safe and affordable lifestyles. 

• To undertake these challenges, interdisciplinary 
initiatives to collaborate on ideas and practices across 
different disciplines in the arts and sciences, the College 
of Urban Sciences opened its doors in 2017 at YNU.

https://www.cus.ynu.ac.jp/english/index.html

Dean



Abstract of this lecture

• In this lecture, we will consider how to learn to 
create a sustainable society from BRs, from the 
perspective of urban dwellers. This way of learning 
is not unique to urban dwellers. The theory of 
nature's contribution to people is common to both 
urban and rural areas. The theory becomes clearer in 
cities where external natural resources are 
indispensable. It is also important for students from 
various backgrounds to talk about their own 
experiences, I will discuss the use of BRs in ESD 
from the perspective of urban students, based on 
case studies of BRs in Japan.
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Biosphere reserves:
Three zones, three functions

They consist of three interrelated zones that aim to fulfil three
complementary and mutually reinforcing functions:
- The core area comprises a strictly 
protected zone that contributes to 
the conservation of ecosystems, 
species and genetic variation. 
- The buffer zone surrounds the 
core area. Is used for activities 
compatible with sound ecological 
practices that can reinforce 
scientific research, monitoring, 
training and education.
- The transition area is where communities foster socio-culturally
and ecologically sustainable economic and human activities.

By Clusener-Godt

(ºWH site)

Miguel Clüsener-Godt “Biosphere Reserves and Global Geoparks: UNESCO tools to achieve the 
SDGs and to Climate Action SDG 13 and Life on Land, SDG 15”

https://www.cms.int/en/document/biosphere-reserves-and-global-geoparks-unesco-tools-mr-miguel-clusener-godt



Why BR in urban science?
• Urban life is convenient and the crucible in

civilization.
• However, urban life is inherently dependent on

external nature and society.
• Biosphere reserves (BRs) help us understand the

external nature and society that sustain urban lives.
• Students can easily introduce home regions each

other, which helps mutual understanding of diversity
and global and local environmental issues.



“Nature-oriented sustainable society with 
Biosphere Reserve and other frames”

• Graduate School of Environment & Information Sciences
• Syllabus (ca.80 students/year; master course lecture in Japanese)
8 Weeks 
1) Outline of the system of BRs under the MAB Programme
2) Trends in the BR system in the world and Japan
3) Examples for BRs of Japan that governed by single municipalities
4,5) Examples for BRs of Japan that managed by multiple local 

governments
6,7) Various systems to enhance a society in harmony with nature
8) Utilizing the system; problems and hints for solution

YNU Lecture by Prof. A. Sakai



Students learn BRs, 
apply it to their home areas.

• Report assignment for the 1st week of lecture in “Urban 
Science A”: (a compulsory undergraduate course in the Faculty 
of Urban Sciences, a 90-min lecture in Japanese, >100/year)

• 1st week: “Natural Environment and Cities: 
Regional Development using BRs”

• If you were to create a new biosphere 
reserve in your hometown or in a region 
with which you are connected, what kind 
of zoning or initiative would you 
consider? Please describe freely. 
Submit as a PDF file with no limit on length.

YNU Lecture by Prof. A. Sakai



Yokohama BR plan (Shoma Fukui) modified by H.M.
• In Yokohama City, we will focus 

on the biodiversity conservation 
in rivers (e.g., Tsurumi Riv. And 
Hayabuchi Riv.) and marine.

• Water pollution has once been a 
problem and water quality 
improvement was an urgent issue. 

• But a risk trade-off between 
eutrophication measures and the 
marine ecosystems degradation. 

■ core area
■ buffer zone
□ transition area

• In Yokohama City, the domestic 
wastewater should be regulated for 
the purpose of sustaining life and 
marine ecosystem conservation.



“Environmental Risk Management for 
Infrastructure” (in English)

• A lecture in Master Course, Infrastructure 
Management Program, funded by World Bank

• Students will introduce and discuss the situation in 
their home countries based on classroom lectures 
on COVID-19, climate change, BR, etc.

Lecture by H. Matsuda



Lake Bosomtwe Biosphere Reserve …

Ecological Characteristics

Socio-economic Characteristics

Benefits of Lake Bosomtwe Biosphere Reserve

Lake Bosomtwe Biosphere Reserve (Ghana)

Lecture by H. Matsuda



BRs around cities
• They provide fresh vegetables and fish to urban

dwellers, who enjoy day trips to the forest therapy,
field excursions, and hot springs.

• There are also handicrafts and local specialties, and
a botanical garden with flowers in four seasons.

Certification for ecosystem-oriented 
agricultural products

eco-tour guide training 



BRs farther away from cities

• City dwellers can help plant trees in the river
catchment area that serves as the city’s water source.

• If there is a hydroelectric or geothermal power
facility, they can experience the memories of the
village that was submerged when the dam was built,
and experience the blessings and awe of volcanoes.

• They will visit contract farmers and fishers who
supply the food in their daily lives, and learn about
the origins of food.



Tagokura Dam
at Tadami BR, Japan

• Height 145.0 m
• Water surface area 995.0 ha
• Total water storage capacity 494,000,000 m³
• Year of construction start/completion: 1953/1960 
• Watershed area 816.3 km²
• Power generation: 400 MW
• The village 50 families, 

including matagi (traditional
hunters), opposed against 
the dam, but finally accepted 
the compensation and relocated.

• We must pass this history on.

http://tadami-buna.sblo.jp/article/93293958.html

Tsuginosuke Kawai Memorial Hall

Dam lake



The town of the headwaters of the Tone River,
Minakami Biosphere Reserve nurtures water, 

forests and people

• We will also learn about the nature and lifestyle of
BRs that are different from our own. Touching,
knowing, and accepting what are different from
ourselves make the root of humanity.

strawberry cherry blueberry

tomato plum grape

apple peach pear



Tokyo Megalopolis depends on water 
source of Minakami and Kobushi BRs.

Tokyo
Yokohama

Minakami BR

Kobushi BR
Tone Riv.

Tama Riv.

Sagami Riv.



Role of residential researchers
• is responsible for the local community, 

live in the community and comprehensively 
solve various issues

• seeks to realize the global principles of 
the MAB (translation).

• Aya BR has been able to make
major progress by wisely using 
visiting researchers from outside 
the area through the intermedia-
tion of residential researchers.

Sakai & Matsuda

Dr. K. Kawano, Aya Town
He graduated from YNU, and gives a 90-min lecture at YNU 16



綾BR 自然と共生する「綾町」の生態系農業への取り組み

綾BRは日本に残された最大の照葉樹林であり、多くの日本固有種が生育し
ています。綾町は、有機農業との連携など、自然と人の共生を図るため
の地域振興対策を実施しています。「綾町の自然を守る条例」「自然生
態系農業の推進に関する条例」「綾町照葉の里景観条例」に基づき、半世
紀以上にわたって栽培されてきました。

その他の関連するSDGs：SDG 2（飢餓をなくそう）、SDG 3（健康と福祉）、SDG 12（責任ある消費と生産）、
SDG13（気候変動対策）

MAB compiles good practices 
in BRs in SDGs.
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https://en.unesco.org/mab/strategy/goodpractices



Tadami BR’s Research 
Grant Outcomes 
Presentation Meeting

• Tadami Town subsidizes 
research using BR, holds 
annual presentations of the 
outcomes, and publishes 
progress report every year.

e.g. Ms. Nishizaka (Yokohama Natl Univ.) 
“Changes in phenology of leaf 
development with tree height in a heavily 
snow-covered beech forest in Tadami"



The Society of Yakushimaology
established in Dec. 14-15, 2013
• About 200 scientists and islanders participated in 

the first meeting. 
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Academic activities in BR
• The local government hires residential researchers,
• Organize a scientific committee for human 

resources in and out of the region
• Forming a local academic base such as a municipal 

museum / (the Society for Yakushimaology)
• Establish a grant system to support research activities 

in the BR / return of research outcomes
• Contracts with local universities / Invites a local 

branch of university
• Sponsoring international events: 

"International Green-Leaves Forest 
Summit“ by Aya Municipality

Sakai & Matsuda

1st Meeting of the Society for Yakushimaology
15 Dec. 2013, photo by H.M.20



BRs and other regions are also 
dependent on interaction with the 
outside world, including cities.
• We can also see …. As the coronavirus pandemic

severely restricted urban activities and human
mobility, including tourism, and the relative
maintenance of primary industries, the differences
in impacts will be characterized by external
interactions.

Many tourists and 
shops in 2018

Very few 
tourists in 2021

Lake Malawi WH



BRs that can be visited on day trips from 
universities in cities

• Danang Univ. –Cu Lao Cham – Hoi An
• Univ. of São Paulo –Mt. Atlântika
• Dalian Univ. –Snake Is. & Mt. Laotie （蛇島老鉄山）

• Univ. of Hormozgan –Hara
• Univ. of Philippines –Puerto Galera
• Univ. of Malawi –Lake Chilwa Wetland
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ESD utilizing BRs (Guidebook for Teachers) 
Aiming for coexistence of nature and humans
Part 1 What is ESD in BRs?
1. The Importance of ESD
2. What is MAB Program and BRs?
3. Basic principles of ESD in BRs
Part 2: Overview of BRs in Japan
• Tadami, Shiga Highland, Mt. Hakusan, Minami-

Alps, Odaigahara-Omineyama, Aya, Yakushima

Pdf available on the MEXT site (in Japanese, 2015)

Part 3: Characteristics and Issues of Each BR in Japan
• Nature and People's Life in Tadami BR
1. Geographical location & social/ecological background of Tadami Town 
2. Characteristics of the natural environment in Tadami BR 
3. Relationship between nature and people's life (especially about culture) 
4. Local issues / 5. existing efforts /6. exercises



6. Exercises (for BR “X”)
• Propose specific measures and methods to 

solve the regional issues faced by BR “X”.
1. List regional issues other than mentioned above for 

the sustainable development of BR “X”.
2. Choose one of the issues listed above or (1), and 

describe your own solution through documents and 
interviews with residents.

3. Form groups of people who chose the same issue, 
compare and discuss solutions within the group, 
and select the best solution.

4. The representative of the group should present the 
best solution and evaluate it among the groups.

5. Present and discuss the solution to the residents.



Remote Conference of International Port-City 
University League, by Zoom, April 28 & 30, 2021
from Sao Paulo, Yokohama*2, Madras, Lampung, Hormozgan, 
Busan, Shandong,  

• Session 1: Ocean Sustainability (Part I)
• Session 2: Ocean Sustainability (Part II)
• Session 3: Students Session, 
•



https://ecorisk.web.fc2.com/2021/Webinar210213.pdf



Former Director-General of UNESCO, Ms. Irina Bokova:
While World Heritage helps to preserve values, 
Biosphere Reserves are helping to create values, 
Dresden, June 27, 2011

Tanaka & Wakamatsu (2018) 
Env. Manag. 61:155-170
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